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EDITORIAL NOTES.
The Editor-in-Chief has no apology to make
for the delay of this issue of the Collegiate. Arrangements had been made to get the paper out
by the- 27th, but one of the contrcting parties failed to meet their agreement.

JVO. 3.

who really study until the pressure of required
work compels them to do so, and then they complain, forgetting the fact that thjey are then receiving the most profitable discipline. As a rule, the
student does not learn his real power until he is
forced to it, and then he is surprised that he has
performed a task in an hour, that ordinarily took
two or more hours. This rule, however, is not without exception. T h e student should not take so
much work that there will be no time left. Some
time is necessary each day for rest and reflection.
Usually no lesson is well learned until the student
has taken some time, either during the preparation
or afterwards, to reflect upon it puietly. This fixes
the involved ;u-inciple^ in mind, and makes them
ones own. F o r a well-rounded development, the
mot vigorous study is the best; for a thorough
digestion and assimilation of what has been studied, a few minutes of calm reflection is indispen-

sible.

For many persons nothing has a greater attraction than the various forms of inter-collegiate conDo you remember what a hard time you had
tests. In the fall term, football is in vogue; during
at the examinations the other day? Some students
the winter there are track athletics ; and the college
think it is safe enough to pass over the work of
year is closed with baseball and rowing. A m o n g
the term, just pass over, studying enough to keep
the conflicts the great debates between rival colup in a half sort of a way, then during the last two
leges occupy a unique position; for they are virtuor three weeks to cram for examinations. The stually the only contests in which are exhibited to the
dent whose motto is no higher than this, is, in alpublic not physical power and endurance, but intelmost every case, the student whose marks will be
lectual skill and grasp.
"C", and he may count it good luck if it is not " D."
Investigation shows that many of our great
But on the other hand, if there is that consant aim
men acquired in this way their incentive to effort,
to have the recitations of each day perfect, examiand their earliest training for later achievements.
nations will be easier, and his marks will be better
It is said that among the records of the debatingat the close of each term.
societies of Williams College, are found many accounts of debates between President Garfield and
There is a desire on the part of some students
Fx-senator Ingalls. A study of these records is into avoid constant hard work. They do not care to teresting for they show plainly the characteristics
take anything extra, because they will take away
of these distinguished men, both as manifested
from the leisure that they otherwise would have. during- the college course, and thoroughly developThis is both right and wrong. The most complete ed in after life.
development comes only under hard stress. T h e
During the last few years this feature of t h e
average student is almost sure to fall into slovenly college work has been greatly encouraged, and
habits. if he has too much time in which to pre- stimulated by the organization known as the Interpare his lessons. In fact there are but few students collegiate Debating Leagues. A t present there are
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no less than a score of college debating leagues, in
all parts of the country.
Yale, Harvard, and
Princeton have annual contests; the University of
Pennsylvania debates with Cornell; Williams with
D a r t m o u t h ; and Columbia looking to the west,
has found an opponent in the University of Chicago.
This work permeates the atmosphere of the college; and positions on the team of debaters for a
great intercollegiate struggle are obtained only
after a most rigorous and exhaustive c o m p e t i t i o n .
There can be no doubt as to the desirability of this
competitive work. It produces good debaters; and
a good debater must be an apt compiler of authorities and statistics, an expert thinker and able to
select the vital points on which the fate of an argument depends. Surely then no one can fail to see
the importance of the preliminary debates. These
afford practice in speaking, and at the same time
it enables the committee to select the best speakers
to represent the college.
It is with great deal of pleasure that we see interest of intercollegiate debating growing in Stetson.
The time has been set for the preliminary debate,
the subject has been chosen, and it is now only a
question of an opponent in some of our state
schools, which we hope to get. There is no reason
why Florida colleges should not be up with other
states of the south. Georgia is noted for its college oratory, and debating, and why may we not
hope to be equal to our northern colleges!
The Collegiate would add any word of encouragement to the work that has been begun in Stetson.
The opportunity is a rare one. There is good material for the work and admirable help in the way
of instruction.

Js)iterary.
SOME QUAINT GRAVE STONES IN AN OLD
CEMETERY.
There is no other feeling quite like that which
lingers about an old burying ground. The peaceful stillness and the world-kinship in sorrow subdue the spirits; but after all the sadness of those
graves was over so long- a g o ! Now there is only a
pleasant pathos like a sad story in quaint old books,
and sometimes the quaintness makes us smile.
One of these quiet spots is the burying ground
of the old Hilltop church. It seemed God's acre
indeed that glorious September day when we wandered in among the graves. The warm golden sunshine streamed down over the long grass and half-

hidden brown stones. Before us the hill dipped suddenly, and at its foot the farm lands rolled, green
and yelow and brown away off to the clear cut
summits of the hills and the vivid blue sky. A cool
little breeze rippled the grass and stirred the tree
tops. It was such a live morning !
The first stone we noticed broke in upon our
thoughts with rather a sudden jar. It stood just
under the shadow of the church beside the path,
and this was the inscripton.
Saicred
to the Memory of
Martha wife of Benjamin
Leonard who died May 13th, 1793, in the 60th
year of her age
Pause giddy mortal Pause and fear
Nor thoughtless trample o'er my tomb
Let the lone dust that moulders here
Remind you of your hastening doom.
On looking farther we found this note of warning repeated again and again in the earlier inscriptions, as it is in all old grave-yards. It finds expression in verses like these, which were dated respectively 1804 and 1820:
"Behold and see as you pass by
As you are now, so once was I
As I am now so you shall be
Prepare for death and follow me."
"My friends in Christ come near and view
The end of all flesh here below.
Improve your hours, rejoice to be
Prepare for death and follow me."
But these are more or less conventional inscriptions, and we soon found others of greater interest. The two older stones were half way down
the slope, almost buried in the grass—small brown
stones with crude lettering:—
H e r lyes ye Body of
mr. Nepheali Bryan
Deed Janry ye 28
174 7-8
Aged 23 years.
and next—
H e r e lyes ye Body
of mrs Phebe Bryan
wife of Revd mr
Eliab Bryam Deed
Febry ye 8 174 8-9
Aged 25 years & 5 mo.
In our search for the oldest stone we found several remarkable families. There were the Dodds,
who rejoiced in the appellations of Zerphah, Azaba, Patience, I armenas and Ziba. Then there were
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the Beaches, who died one after the other in February, March, April, May and August of the same
year. W h a t a history !
After the beginning of the century the carving
improved, and ornamentation was introduced. The
weeping willow and cherubs heads seemed to be
the only emblems deemed appropriate. The earliest cherubs were square and very stern looking.
Next the enterprising stone-cutter introduced
pear-faced cherubs with pompadours—a great improvement. This man believed in advertising for
some of the stones bore his name in letters larger
and more conspicious than the inscription. That he
was not yet perfect in his art may be seen from
the following which was surmounted by a square
cherub:
Here lies what was mortal
of Caleb Baldwin who
Departed this life April
ye 201755 i n t h e 37
year of his age
A pillar in this House of God was taken out while
green
And silently is Entred hear and must no more be
seen.
Cut by Uzal Ward at Newark.
Aside from the spelling this verse is interesting
for its suggestive metaphor. All these inscriptions
lose half their charm when rendered in commonplace type minus the old-fashioned "s's."
A little more modern is the stone;
Erected to
the Memory of
Mary CanRelict of
James Carr
who died Deer 19th
1820 aged 75 years
6 monthts & 2 days.
Our journey is a thorny maze
But we march upward still
Forget these troubles of the ways
And reach at Zion's hill.
Dear old lady ! W e are sure she must have been
a mother in Israel. Did she pick out the inscription
herself? W e wonder what made her journey a
thorny maze; and what a picturesque phrase is
that "reach at Zion's hill!"
If is a wonder the old lady's stone does not inform us what made the journey thorny, for many
of the inscriptions describe the mortal illness. One
says "A pale consumption gave the fatal blow."
The most elaborate of these inscriptions was that
on a large level slab of brown slate, and it is inter-

esting to note that the composer was a physician
"In Memory of
Henry Leddel son of Doct William Leddel.
Having endured with fortitude the most acute pain
for three days he with becoming composure desired and attended prayers—after which with faltering- voice he affectionately delivered into his
fathers care his loving wife and infant Daughter.
H e died in the utmost agony of an Iliac Passion"
—the details shall be omitted.
Next to this was a still older stone of the same
kind, so overgrown with lichens that we spent
nearly an hour in deciphering the words:
"In Memory of
William Born Sepr 2d 1772 who Died March 23d
1780 and of Mary Born Febr 3d 1774 who Died
May 5 1780 Eldest Issue of Doctr W m and Phebe
Leddel
Alas W e befelt the dreadfull Brink
From Natures Verge impeld did Sink
Where gloomy Darkness does surround
Ah Death is ever at our H a n d
Fast by our Bed he takes his Stand
And constant at our Board is found
Spectator.
Alas can I then withguilty pride
Which fear nor shame can quil or hide
This flesh still pamper and adorn
Thus viewing what I soon shall be
Can what I am demand the knee
Or looks on ought around with scorn."
Some of the lines on this production are obscure enough to puzzle a student of Browning.
But the two inscriptions taken together give us a
picture of Doctr William Led'dei—a stern and
rather self-satisfied man—overbaring perhaps, but
greatly respected. H e was able to afford the largest and most expensive stones in the cemetery,
and not a little proud of this ability. Moreover he
was a Doctr to the backbone, and liked to talk
sharp. Somehow these elaborate memorials do
not arouse our sympathy.
But about the last long inscription there is a
genuine feeling that does awaken a response. It
was a lonely grave, no other of the name was to be
found. The young husband had died perhaps far
from home. W h a t was the fate of the baby girl.
These and many other queries lead imaginations
on as we read the lines, in spite of the bad poetry:
In Memory of
Tempe Wicke wife of Philip P. McCrea who died
Januy 8 1810 in the 31 year of her age.
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Leaving an infant daughter of 18 days, and many
friends to mourn their loss.
Thy gentle spirit dear departed friend
No longer can its kindly influence lend
To sooth the cares and smooth the rugged path of
life.
But far removed safe in the deathless shore
Where we can hear thy cheerful voice no more
Thou'rt free from mortal pains & know'st no
earthly strife
Will be thy bright example still imprest
With thy loved memory on each friendly breast
And yet the time—O happy time may be
When holy joys that death shall never spoil.
The kindred spirits, freed from every toil
Shall once again write in blest eternity,
O may thy infant orphan daughter live
The comfort of thy friendships still to give
And write thy name thy modest virtues too maintain
Then may bereaved friends their love transfer
And love thee present still in loving her
And the sweet joys of friendship with thee thus regain."
FORWARD flARCH.
The end of the day ; the end of the week,
And th month is approaching its end,
Yea, the end of a month that shall herald the
hour.
When the Old and the New Years blend.
But the clanging tongue of the New Year's bell,
Shall this year signal a Century's knell.
As we stand on the fringe of the great unknown,
On the verge of the vanishing years,
The world's heart is lighter for joys it has known,
And richer, perhaps, for the tears.
But the hours, that ostle the Old from our track,
Are never persuaded to cast a look back!
So, comrades in arms, in Collegiate Halls,
With the gleam of the rising dawn o'er us,
Forget we the failures, forgotten our falls,
For the New that is ever before us;
But, remember the hand that shall garner the
grain.
Is the same that has sown to its profit or bane !
Brave comrades in arms—tho the arms that you
wield,
Are fashioned in gossamer thought,
Let the blows, that shall come, strike the front of
your shield,
That we know living heroes have fought;
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For the craven looks back at the vain "Might
have beens,"
While the man of the hour strikes forward—and
wins.
—Edwin Georg-e Baldwin.
MY LALAGE.
You may take me to the mountains,
Or the loudly roaring sea,
You may show me babbling fountains,
Where the waters laugh with glee;
But the grandeur of the ocean,
Or the fountains bounding free,
Cannot stir the heart's devotion,
Like my fairy Lalage!
Sweet are April's tender showers,
Sweeter still the buds of May,
June is lavish with her flowers,
Winter's cheer drives care away;
You may take the season's blessing,
Take, and keep, but as for me,
With her tender, fond caressing,
Let me love my Lalage !
W h a t to me that time is speeding,
T h o ' the fleeting years go by;
I will live and love unheeding
Winter's clouds or Summer's sky;
Let all other pleasures perish,
Pleasures that are naught to me,
If I can but live, i«nd cherish,
Sing, and love my Lalage!
- E . G. B.
riR. TRAIN.
In the little village of Dillsboro, tucked away in
a fold of the North Carolina mountains, is a tiny
one-roomed house, standing in a good-sized lot
near the Creek. Around the door-way lie piles of
driftwood from the river, some of it cut and ready
for burning. Generally there is no sign of life about
the place, but sometimes the owner of the cabin
may be seen sitting in the door-way with a pipe between his teeth. Any of the bare-footed children in
the street will tell you his name—Mr. Train.
H e is a short, thick-set man of perhaps fifty
years, with hair, beard, and skin of almost the same
shade of brown. One of his blue eyes is fixed in an
unseeing stare suggesting glass; the other rolls
about as if trying to do duty for both. Mr. Train is
always dressed in a sort of non-descript blue garment, which might be a coat or a sack or a jumper,
or a little of each. Next to this the most noticeable
pant of his dress is a pair of enormous clumping
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Professor in Trigonometry, after spending
boots, with soles at least half an inch thick. For the
rst, anythig thant is wearable, Mr. Train will some time in explaining a simple Algebraic expreswear, without regard to appearance. In fact, he sion. "Mr. Blank, do you see t h a t ? "
S t u d e n t : — " N o , Sir."
scorns all good clothes, and nothing could induce
Prof:—"You should have gotten that the first
him to commit the impious act of wearing a collar
month you had Algebra."
to church.
S t u d e n t : — " I have had three years of Algebra
There is something about the man that suggests the safaring-man, a suggstion hardly in —and don't know it yet.'
keeping- with his surroundings. But it is true don't get it, you are apt to get in over your 'years.'"
that Mr. Train was a sailor, long years ago—a very
Prof:—"If you get a thing by the years, and
wicked sailor, too, he will tell you with a groan. H e
The Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity held its last
delights in repeating the story of his conversion, meeting for the fall term on December 8th. They
but if you will hear it you must have endless pa- have taken in a number of new members, and seem
tience. Three words a minute is rapid talking for to have had a prosperous term.
Mr. Train. Perhaps it was from the temptations of
Prof. Trueblood, arrived in DeLand, Dec. 20th
his old life that he fled when he exchanged the sea to spend the holidays with his family, Mrs. and
for the mountains. If he longs for the sea he does Miss Trueblood}
not confess it. H e is sexton now of the schoolBiological Laboratory.—Escaped, a fine centihouse-church, and thumps up the long steps regul- pede four inches long. Student who returns it to
arly on Sunday mornings and Thursday nights to the Laboratory will be rewarded by a look at some
ring the bell. H e enjoys nothing more than to stand beautiful specimens of walking sticks and Praying
up in prayer-meeting and confess his wickedness,*"' Mantis.. thinking aloud for twenty minutes or half an hdu-r :_
Explanation to the Dean of the Law School.
without even a wink. His hearers may leave or go There seems to be some question in the Dean's
to sleep if they wish. It makes no difference to Mr. mind why there should be anyone in Stetson Hall
Train.
taking a correspondence course in Law. The reason
is this : Not that this young man loves Stetson's
But under his rough exterior, ajad odd, unsociable ways, is a warm heart and a true soul. If not, law less, but that he loves the other " L a w " more.
W e are all sure now that the University Dean
when Mr. Train's house lArrned down a year or two
ago, why did the children respond so gladly to is enthusiastic over more things than mathematics,
their teacher's request, bringing each one some philosophy, and "government." You just ought to
little thing, so that with a day's labor from several have seen him when he heard of the victories of
men, they built and furnished a new cabin within a the basketball and tennis teams at the recent conweek. Mr. Train's simple soul could never under- test at Rollins College. The athletic association,
and especially the teams in the above mentioned
stand it.
contests felt complimented indeed—at the reception extended them, on their return, by Prof. Rosa
and Dean Smith.
Some of the University faculty will attend the
Dr. Forbes spent last week at Arcadia, Fla.,
'Florida Teachers' Association, w>hich meets at
attending the State Baptist convention.
Tampa, Florida, next week.
We are informed that a good many new stuMr. Perry Maxwell has returned to Stetson
dents will come after the holidays.
for the winter quarter. This is his third winter with
Mr. R. L. Turner, a member of the law class, us and we are glad to welcome him back.
was called home before the regular examinations
W e are sorry that the Messrs. McQuiston will
to attend to official business.
not come to DeLand this winter. W e are informed
Several of our students visited Jacksonville (lur- that they will take their degrees from Chicago
ing Gala week.
University next summer.
The following officers were appointed last
Mr. George Winters, a former student of the
week, for the military drill: L. H. Forbes, capUniversity, is on the "Stage of 1901 Debate" of
tain; C. H. Hoyt, ist lieutenant; M. F . Johnson, Cornell University this year.
2nd lieutenant.
Much enthusiasm is being shown among the
Miss Palmer gave her Sunday school class a
students in regard to debating and oratory. About
picnic to DeLeon Springs, Saturday, Dec. 15. .
twenty have signified their intention of writing
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orations for the contests. T h e preliminaries will
come off the first two weeks in January. The six
debators viz—Messrs. Pope, Oates, Edwards,
Baker, Senterfitt and Fee with Mr. Staley as alternate, have selected their qustion and will give
their preliminary debate the scond Friday after
school reopens.
The Seniors already begin to look essayist.
They go about gazing abstractly at the ceiling
from time to time, a sure sign of budding ideas.
W e who have had experience warn them to carry
out their good intentions of beginning early, for
they won't finish before commencement at the best.
Fourth year English student:—"Macbeth hath
murdered sleep, innocent sleep, and Satan's in
Paradise lost and can't find his way out."
W a n t e d : — O n e hundred copies of Browning's
complete works with interlinear translations, commentaries, criticisms, analysis and suggestions for
themes.
Pupil teling what happened in Virgil class:—
"I was translating that part about, 'Three times I
threw my arms about her neck, three times 1
clasped the empty air,' and do you know the old
thing never even smiled!"
Mr. Sanford Winsor does not keep pet cats,
but pet—see literary department.
Day student in Livy class:—"He mounted his
horse and the horse jumping forward scattered
him sliding over his head."
Visitor:—"Ahem ! Young man, what is the
broadest course of education offered h e r e ? " B o y :
—"English, sir, supplemented by Browning and
the blue pencil."
Distracted Trig, student:—"The angle whose
tangent is x plus the angle whose tangent is y
equals, oh dear m e ! The tangle whose angent is
x plus the tangle whose—what am I doing!—"
Miss Nellie Ware has at last attained her hearts
desire. She has gone to Jacksonville to spend the
holidays.
DUX ET IMPERATOR.
On a bright and sunny morning
In a warm and clear December,
Did our Prof of wide dimensions
From his home in raptures wander.
In his hand he grasped a rifle,
In his eye was murderous light,
Boding sorrow and destruction
T o any duck that came in sight.
Out beyond the town he wandered,
Quotign Browning: as he went.
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Till he reached a sheet of water
Where the ducks much time have spent.
On the lake he saw a duck
And at it he took aim.
H e stood, he fired and killed his prey
And won e'erlasting fame.
But in the water was the game
And Broadus on the shore
And very much resolved was he
That he would not ge home before
He'd got his prize secure in hand
His prowess great to show,
So he did plunge into the deep
Having no boat to row.
l i e thought 'twas but a foot in depth
H e found it ten or less,
And to his neck he sank way in,
A ducking—we confess.
'Twas pretty hard upon him, sure,
But still he held the duck
And took it home in triumph great,
Showing, we think, great pluck.
This is the moral of my tale—
Be careful, don't get stuck
In mud and water when you go
Out ducking for a duck.

The Collegiate extends its sympathies to our
Prof, and Mrs. Sharp, in their present bereavement.
Word was received this morning that their mother,
Mrs. Chew, passed away last night after a long and
severe illness.

iKpda^s.
"THE FRUIT OF THAT FORBIDDEN TREE."
In DeLand cockroaches seem to be more alert
than they are in other places. At any rate the band,
which has possession of my room is composed of
the sharpest members that have ever come under
my observation; particularly the leader who is an
immense old roach with five glossy wings, long
antennae and five swift legs, that appear to get on
all right without the sixth.
I first made his acquaintance when he was
reading- "William Tell," and since then I have
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learned that he has a well-developed taste for the
classics as he literally devours Caesar, Virgil and
even Livy, though I fear his knowledge is only
superficial and does not go down deeper than the
cover. H e must know something about Organic
Chemistry, too, for he will never touch phosphorous and sugar, or any of the other delicacies that
have been especially prepared to suit his taste.
Every night he climbs up the wall, jumps from
there upon my study table, and stands gazing
dreamily at my light while his antennae slowly
move back and forth like bamboos in a monsoon
breeze.
But, he will come no more, for last night's cold
sharpened his appetite and caused him to grow
careless in the choice of his food. This morning
he is lying on his back with his legs crossed on his
breast and a placid expression on his visage. If any
of his colleagues can read Latin they may find
plainly written on his expression, "poce compositus placede quiescit."

Dvtiscellaneous.

THE CATALOG.
To many of the students and perhaps here and
there a teacher, our library catalog is a vast and
unexplored mystery. The blame for this lies, probably, with the librarian, for it is usually much easier
to find a subject or book than to show a student
how to find it. But with the beginning of the new
century she intends to turn over a new leaf and endeavor to give to all users of the library the knowledge that will render them independent of librarians and their assistants everywhere.
Most libraries of any considerable size are catalogued by the Dewey system and once its general
principles are-mastered the seeker for a book may
very readily determine whether it is contained in
any library which he may happen to consult.
According to this system all knowledge is divided into ten parts, t h u s : O, General works, including encyclopedias, catalogs, periodicals, etc.
I. Philosophy, including metaphysics, logic, ethies,
INDIAN COUNTRY SCHOOLS.
etc. 2. Religion. 3. Sociology. 4. Philology. 5. NatIn the country schools or choudies of India the
ural Science. 6. Useful Arts. 7. Fine Arts. 8.
pupils, who are only boys,sit on the floor with their
Literature. 9. History.
legs crossed under them. Girls are thought to have
For each book as it is received at least three
had sufficient education when they have learned
cards are made; one for the name of the author,
to cook and keep house. They do not even have
one for the title and one for the subject with the
to sew, for the men do most of that. Th master
call number—that is, the class number and author's
uses a chair but not in the way we should for he
initial—in the upper left-hand corner of each card.
draws his feet up and sits on them. He usually has
Besides these the book in question may require
a table also, on which are kept a long bamboo
from one to a hundred added entry cards, accordswitch, a dozen or so mud balls about the size of
ing to the number of author's, titles, subjects and
your fist, a few books and a pair of shoes. Each boy
kindred subjects involved in its construction. These
is supposed to study aloud and the moment the
cards are all arranged alphabetically in the drawers
master sees that one of them has ceased to move
of the catalog.
his lips, he takes a ball from the table and gives
Now we will suppose that a student has been
the culprit a biff on any part of his person where
given a subject for research, one of the Pharaohs,
the ball may chance to strike.
for example. His natural impulse is to go to the
After two or three hours spent in study the rec- librarian and ask what she has about the Pharaohs.
itations begin. These consist principally of recit- It is a comparatively easy matter for her to place
ing work that has been committed to memory; before him the resources of the library upon that
such as the table up to thirty, passages from the particular subject and his immediate problem is
Shastree, etc. This is the time that the length of solved. But he comes the next day with a differthe switch comes handy, for the master does not ent question and just as helpless as ever, so far as
have to climb down from his chair when he wishes finding what he wants is concerned. Perhaps the lito use it. H e seldom uses his books, for he has brarian is exceedingly busy and unable to give him
them all by heart and usually allows the shoes to the needed amount of attention. Perhaps—if such
remain quietly on the table until it is time for a thing is imaginable—she is out of sorts and disschool to close. At four in the afternoon a gong is inclined to give all the help he needs, he goes away
struck. The pupils then arise, take their shoes, unsatisfied and with an imperfect knowledge of his
make a low bow to Gunpater, the God of Wisdom subject and of the way in which he might have
whose shrine is near the door, and pass out.
mastered it.
S. A. Winsor
Had he gone, in the first place, to the drawer in
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the catalog case marked " E " he would have found
on one of the guide cards the word Egypt and
following that cards for all the books in the library on the subject of Egypt. Suppose he selects
Rawlinson's History of Ancient Egypt. H e takes
the call number, 932R19 and goes to the stacks
marked 900. Here he finds the numbers arranged
consecutively and the books under each number
arranged alphabetically by author or initial and
very readily, if he works carefully and thoughtfully,
comes to 932R19.
Having once mastered this he will be able to
command the resources of the library upon any
subjects. Knowing the author he wishes to consult,
he finds his name in the catalog followed by a list
of his works. Knowing a title but not its author he
may find that also in the same way.
In order to increase the usefulness of the library, to bring it and the user into closer relation
and to add to the facility with which the student
may gratify his wants, the Librarian is more than
willing to explain the catalag and urges its use
upon everyone consulting the library. To this end
she will, whn possible, conduct each; applicant
through the necessary processes.
Librarian.

THE INDIANS OF SANTA ANITA.
Three miles south from the city of Mexico, and
on the margin of La Viga,—a channel that brings
the waters of Xochinnilco Lake into Chalco Lake,
there is an ancient village, Santa Ana. Its inhabitants are Indians who inherited from their ancestors the spirit of agriculture. They keep, just as
their ancestors did, centuries ago, the "Chinampas"
(floating gardens). The Chinampas are small parallelograms of land, where vegetables of all kinds
grow—about three yards in width by ten in length.
—with water aroudrt them, that is small gardens
crossed by channels of irrigation. On one of these
gardens, commony on a larger one, the homes of
the natives are built. The "Jacal," the typical Indian dwelling appears here, with the dark "adobe"
of its walls, and the light straw of its top. Luxury
is not the characteristic of Indigenas, as we call
them; so one will find but poverty in their homes.
They have been, up to the present, people without
aspirations, people whose only happiness lies in
possessing a dog, a canoe, and a chinampa. Many
of them have the first and generally the second,
but the chinampas very seldom, because of their
obedience to the doctrines of Bacchus. As a general rule these Indians are honest people, though
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they forget it occasionally. Temptation is a powerful incentive to them. Almost every one of the inhabitants of Santa Anita owns, at least, one canoe,
which to them is somthing indespensable. They
carry on these canoes all along the Canal de la
Viga, the vegetables, to the nearest place to the
city, where they sell them to certain merchants.
The way of living of these "Indigenas," is analogous to that of the ancient Indians. Their food
is composed of beans, "tortillas," and the product
of fishing and hunting.
They are superstitious. They feel miserable
when an owl hoots near their homes. From that
very moment their hearts are filled with sorrow;
for they say and believe that "when the owl sings
the Indian dies." They are fanatic. The Catholic
priests have learned how to take advantage of their
fanatism. To the priest, Indians are inexhaustible
mines, just as their ancestors were to the Spaniards
in the time of the Conquest. The new generation
of this race is becoming more civilized, and shaking off, as a consequence, the tyranny of those
who, in the name of a religion, oppress them. Poor
race ! How it has degenerated. It is not the shadow
of the one who fought for its liberty, against the
Spaniards of the X I V century.
ONE OF NATURE'S OWN.
Little rosy, pouting girl; parsing lip and tangled
cur
Pouting when about to cry, when the ready tear
is nigh ;
Pouting when your fears arise ; pouting when those
azure eyes
Flash with temper's thrust, when mama says,
" D a u g h t e r must."
Charming little pouting girl, tho' you comb the
tangled curl,
Tho' you drive that tear away, when you step from
childhood's day
Into vistas yet before, still, we never can adore
More than we adore you now, pouting lip, and
stormy brow.
For a sweet, bewitching grace, like a halo round
that face,
Beams from pouting lip and frown, grace, not even
tears can drown;
Little charmer, witching fairy, even when you're
most contrary,
If we might but name you, sprite, we should call
you Heart's Delight.
E. G. B.
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DE SONG O' FEEDIN' TIME.
Dabs a joy in de 'possum, dahs a glory in de coon,
When yer hunts 'em in de big woods in de fulllness
ob de m o o n ;
But ter sing about de huntin', nex' ter dis, ain' wuf
a dime—
Dis song o' songs at Krismus, dis song o' feedin'
time.
Yer may talk about de turkey when yer picks him
f'om de r o w ;
Yer may run de Molly cotton-tail ker-floppin'
froo de snow;
But d'ain nuttin' I heah tell on dat is in it wif de
chime
O b dis song o'songs at Krismus, (lis song
o'feedin time.
De banjo song o'summers night, de shuckin'
chunes, an dem
W h u t tells o'galls wif cheeks as roun' as apples on
de stem;
Not one o'dese kin tetch it when its ringin' in its
prime—
Dis song o'songs at Krismus, dis song o'feedin
time.
B.
ENTERTAINMENT BY ORATORICAL AND
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION.
The entertainment held in the Auditorium last
Friday evening was an exceptionally fine one, all
the numbers being given by artists.
The opening number of organ and piano by
Prof. Lewis and Miss Nash was well received by
the audience and heartily encored. Prof. Lewis
has for a number of'years been at the head of the
School of Music. Miss Nash has been a most promising pupil and this year is assistant in the piano
department.
Messrs. Leo and Edwin Benedict, although so
young, have already gained an enviable reputation
as musicians both in New York city and elsewhere.
They were assisted by Miss Brady, who played the
piano. Mr. Leo Benedict plays the violin with rare
skill. His instrument is one of the very few valuable Carmonas now in existence.
Edwin Benedict, although a boy of fourteen years, plays the
flute with the skill of a professional.
Mrs. Trueblood, as well as many of the others,
made her first appearance before a DeLand audience, and it is safe to say she sustained the enviable
reputation she holds in the north as a dramatic
reader. Her work is easy, natural and direct and
therefore artistic. She has a well modulated voice,
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clear enunciation and refined dramatic action. H e r
ability as a reader and impersonator warrants the
high applause awarded her.
Miss W e b b is a vocalist of rare ability and has
a great future before her. H e r voice, a soprano of
unusual volumn, beauty and strength, shows careful training. She has the happy faculty of pronouncing her words so the audience can have the
pleasure of understanding what she says as well as
listening to her exquisite tones. H e r personal appearance is charming.
Prof. Broadus was happy in his rendition of the
dialect poems of Paul Lawrence Dunbar.
His
early life in Virginia and southern accent giving
him an advantage in this line of reading.

Jithletic department.
F o r the past three weeks, interest has centered, and very naturally, in the game of basket-ball,
which was to be played, and which was well played,
with Rollins college team. N o wonder, Rollins had
won the first of the series of three, and it was now
or—next year,—for our boys; they knew it, they
felt it and their playing on the evening of Dec.
14th, showed it! Since only about a score of the
Stetson students were able to witness the game, a
short account of the struggle may not be out of
place.
"Stetson, 9; Rollins, 6," was the score that was
called out by the referee, Mr. Johnson, of the Orlando team, at half past nine; and the oaken rafters
of the Rollins college gymnasium echoed and reechoed with the cheer on cheer of twenty-three
tired but triumphant Stetson boys! It was pandemonium let loose, as one of the men expressed
it. The most conspicuous feature of the two teams,
as they lined up for the fray, at eight o'clock, was
the marked difference in size of the players. It had
been noticed before at the game here; but at night
with the light falling over the striped suits of the
Rollins boys, they certainly did loom up. It seemed
incongruous to match such apparent differences
in size. As one of the men put it, "Just look at my
lean and hungry friend, that I have to play
against!"
As the ball went up in the initial toss,, "Rah,
Hoo, R a h ! Biff, Boom Bah! J. B. S. U ! J. B. S. U 1
Stetson, Stetson," came from the Stetson "Rooters" away up in the gallery, and a lusty cheer it
was. Down toward the Stetson goal flew the ball,
and as quickly Rollins had it, and back it went toward the Rollins goal, but it met Hamlin who seem-
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ed to be there for that, very purpose, and back it
went once more toward the Stetson end. Thus back
and fro, flew the swift sphere, and nither side
scored. But it was not for long. The ball seemed
to hover too close to the Stetson goal most of the
first fifteen minutes; and almost before the Rollins
or Stetson men knew it, Pelton, by a lucky throw
from the side line, sent the ball whizzing into the
net. Then what a cheer rose from all the foeman's
line! The referee had to call for silence ere the
game could go on. There was fire in the eyes of the
Stetson boys, fire in the eyes of the loyal and determined supporters, that lined the upper left-hand
corner of the gallery. They were not discomfited;
they simply bided their time.
Another toss, another scrimmage, and now
look! The old time team work of Stetson appears,
the moving play down the side and ere Stetson or
Rollins quite saw how, Pounds is out, unobstructed, before our goal, and by a light toss sends the
light ball into the netting as softly as newly fallen
snow. Score, 2-2.
Now, Rollins, equal, if you can, that cheer that
goes up from the throats of the patient Rooters
for the Green and White, in the gallery! But a tie
means nothing but equally matched forces; both
sides braced for a mighty effort.
The time for the first half is almost u p ; can we
score again? Can it be true? Has McFadden
thrown another goal? It is, it is true, and the answering roar from the Green and White left no
doubt of it; and time is called soon, before either
side can throw again. Score, 4-2, favor of Stetson.
Cool, collected appeared the Stetson players,
slightly worried, the Rollins boys, when the Referee's whistle called the end of the ten minutes
interlude. Victory was already gleaming in the
eye of every fighter for the orange blossom and
green, but desperation had made the opponents
fight like tigers. W h a t a game Pelton, Cole and
Hamlin are playing! But nothing can equal the
fight that Oates is putting up against the tall towering form of Sadler. In the eager rush for a ball,
a foul is called on Hamlin; the strain, waiting for
the throw for goal, on the foul, was intense; but
the throw failed and once more the ball is back in
the lines, and the fight is on again. Again the whistle for foul sounds, this time on the Rollins team,
however, and as McFadden comes out before the
Stetson goal, witht the light sphere in his hands,
poising the ball so carefully before that swingingnet, so near and yet so far, some one of the Stetson
boys calls out from above: "A dollar if you throw
it, Mac, a dollar if you throw it! And throw it he
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did, and the promrsed dollar rolls out on the floor
near the smiling and victorious Mac.
There is now no doubt of it; the Stetson team
is outclassing that of Rollins in fine team work,
and nimbleness of individual playing. McFadden
and Oates make a clever ruse, a new thing that had
been prepared for the occasion, a feint of passing
the ball, a quick surprise in the form of a run, and
Mac stands out in front of the Rollins goal almost
unobstructed; and the ball, soaring for a moment,
drops into the meshes of the waiting net. like a
duck into the waters of Lake H e l e n ! Score, y-2,
favor of Stetson. How the rafters r i n g !
The same toss from center, the same lively
scrimmage for the ball, the same or even better
head work of our men! the same brilliant guarding
by Cole and Hamlin, and once more the ball 1's
hovering over our goal. But it may be that success has made Stetson overbold; at least, the flying sphere seems to soar over the Rollins goal
more than before. The moving arms, the swiftly
speeding ball, the medley of hands and arms seem
but a whirl of moving forms surging to and fro.
But, suddenly, another goal!
Can it be ? It is.
Pounds has thrown it, and the score is 9-2. Now
there is no doubt that desperation on the part of
Rollins, and overconfidence on the part of our
boys, is telling disastrously for the latter; for within five minutes Rollins has thrown two goals and
the time is almost up. Score is not now so important as time. Can our guards keep those fierce,
desperate lunges of Burrell, and Lopez from scoring again ? They must! W h y doesn't the exasperating whistle of the timekeeper sound ? The strain
and tension are painful in the extreme. T h e timekeeper takes out his watch; yes, time is u p ; but
he takes his time in walking down to the referee;
and now, at last, the whistle sounds, and the game
is a thing of the past. Score, 9-6.
Wild? Did our boys go wild?
Ask Rollins.
They gave us the floor and looked on in silence
as we carried our winners about on our shoulders,
or hugged and slapped and pounded and lauded
our men all at once.
Both knew the score was well earned and the
winners had the floor. It was in vain that we looked
high and low for some means to get the good
news through to the loyal but absent Stetson lovers in old colleg town ; the wires were not at our
disposal, and we had to wait as best we could.
Space will not allow us to detail the tennis
game that came on the 15th at 10 a. m. Johnson
and McElroy met Baker and Manxen. It was a
repetition of the game played here, but the tables
were turned. The score of the first game was 6-3,
our favor, and that of the second was 6-2. It was
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MICHAEL DAVIS,
THE CLOTHIER.
THE SHOE MAN.
THE DRY GOODS MAN.

LEADER

Corner Boulevard and
New York Avenue.

In all Styles
and
Low Prices

Jacksonville Beef and Provision Company.
ADAMS & R I C H A R D S O N , W H O L E S A L E AND R E T A I L D E A L E R S I N

Northern and Western Meats.

Poultry and Game.

Hotel and Steamboat Supplies a Specialty.

Alderney Dairy, Evaporated Milk, Cream, Butter, Butterine, Etc.
Wholesale: 336-333 W. Bay St. ' P h o n e 4

JACKSONVILLE,

-

Retail: Stalls 25-26 New City Market.

_

-

_

-

_

' P h o n e 334. P . (). Box 445.

_

FLORIDA.

W. (J. (Jc\nnon^.
LIVERY & SALE STABLE
Finest rigs; gentle and reliable horses; careful drivers. Bus
meets all trains at depot. Private 'phones at all hotels.
D e L a n d and O r a n g e City transfer—connects at O r a n g e City
with all trains on the East Coast road. D e L a n d and Beresford
night hack—connects at Beresford with all night trains on Plant
System.

W^TTS & ffJJhbE^

The Hardware and Furniture Dealers of DeLand
Also a full line of High Grade Bicycles.

Bicycles Sold, Rented and Repaired. Give us a call.

T .E. Eceles

TIN

AND

Respectfully

SMITH
PLUMBER

the hard high smashes from Johnson, and the low
swift cuts from McElroy, with the fine team
work that won the day. In the basketball game it
was the superior team work (tho,that was not puite
equal to that of the Thanksgiving day game), the
swifter playing, the quicker and surer falling on
the ball outside the lines, and t h e improved goal
throwing that won the game for Stetson. Rollins
was not quick enough for our men. N o r did they
have their usual good luck in throwing long distance goals. While they seemed to have improved
in team work, still it was not enough to counter
balance the playing done by the Stetson team.
W e cannot close without mentioning the hearty
good will that was manifested by both sides; not
even wheri the feeling was at its height did either
side forget the relations of guest and host; now it
was Rollins cheering lustily for the Green and the
White—now it was Stetson yelling with m i g h t :
"What's the matter with Rollins? She's all right!"

ESTABLISHED
SINCE THE
FLOOD

ATTS & MILLE
WA

I

Pipe fitting. Tin roofing, Guttering and Spouting, Pumps repaired, Wells and tanks made to
order. Repairing of all kinds, satisfaction guaranteed. Shops East Boulevard

Rollins college people certainly outdid our highest
expectations in the royal good cheer, and hearty
welcome that they gave u s ; the reception, at Clover leaf, the dinner and the rousing send off, to
say nothing of a charming ride on the lakes in a
naptha launch, made this the first of our trips away
from town a thing that shall long be remembered,
it is safe to say, by every Stetson boy who was so
fortunate as to be along. H o w did we press them,
and all who saw the game? L e t this letter from
Referee Johnson, of Orlando, speak for us. H e
writes, of date December 29th: " I was once a
member of the student body at Winter Park, and
of course cannot forget my loyalty to the Purple
and the Gold ; but such clean playing and such gentlemanly rooting could not help winning anyone."
W e have each now one game out of the three.
Let there be no mincing of the fact that a hard
fought game awaits either side, be the winner who
it may.

STEWART & BLY,
LAWYERS
AND NOTARIES
PUBLIC.
Bank Building, D E L \ N D , FLA.

Y{. \\. GILLEIM, TVI. D.

T
I.
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C "DDTI T
UTiPlilLLj

425 Boullevard, next t o
H u t c h i n son's M a r k e t .

Dealers in

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Hose, Handerkerchiefs and Notions. Stationery and School
Supplies. Florida Curios in season. Stetson
University Souvenir Trays, at one-half former prices.

SPECIALTY:

O F F I C E O P P O S I T E CAKROLLTON

9 t o 1 2 a m.
^ 22 t o 4 a n d
t o 8 p. m.

I

SlLi\S B. WlxlGfly,

GEO. HUTCHINSON &CO.

Deal jr in

The famous 220 Page Coco liola Tablet.
A genuine 10c I n k Tablet for 5c.
"A Satisfied Customer is the Best Advertisement."

GET YOUR CLOTHES
MADE TO MEASURE BY

R. H. UKCL

Choice Forida and Northern

Meats. Every-

thing in Season.

J A.
Notions, Novelties, Toys, Gent's Furnishings, Musical Instruments, and
Strings. General repairing of all kinds
of Harness, Boots, Shoes, etc.

AGENT FOR SEWING MACHINES.

Ed. \i, TVIoDoriald
Experienced Barber
and flair Dresser.
Hot and cold baths. Below Board of Trade
Rooms, Dunn's block.

3\6erjf.
Office in Telegraph Office

DELAND, FLA.

UP-TO-DATE

3.11 Or"

A perfect fit. Prices the lowest. Clothes cleaned, dyed and repaired. Highest grade of workflmanship guaranteed. 438 Boulevard, DeLand,
Florida.

JOHTVCRflnOR
Livery, Jni\

Sak StaM«$

Fine Turnouts, Careful Drivers, Opposite Hotel
Putnam, W. New York Avenue. DeLand, Fla.

aiifhji
The best and most popular barber of the city
solicits your patronage. Do not be afraid that
the same towel will be used twice, lie sure to
go to Vaughn's for the latest styles. Ladies
haircutting and shampooing a specialty.

Xew York Ave., one block from College Arms.

Livery, feed

and Sale Stables.

Horses and Mules bought, sold and Exchanged
The finest Turnouts in the City. All orders
promptly attended to. Careful drivers only.
DeLand, Fla.

Cohen BrothersPopular Dry
Good$ ficuse
New Tork,
424 & 426 Broadway.

Jacksonville, F l a .

J. J. i\lkyi \ Co.,

FLORIDA.

MagnOlio Studio.
MISS MINNIE E. NEAL.

Portraits, Viw$. KS 8 p M c
Work for Amateurs Done Promptly.

Souvenir Buttons.
Twelve different series from the L I F E
O F C H R I S T , printed in colors on buttons to be used instead of Reward cards.
Price, is" cents per dozen, postpaid.

Bibles

Dickey Downy.
The Autobiography of a Bird. By Virginia S. Patterson. 192 pages. Price, 60
cents. It is beautifully illustrated with
colored plates and black and white initial sketches of birds.

P. O, Box 116, D e L a n d , F l a

DENTIST.

W. S. TAYLOR,

Corner Xew York Avenue and Boulevard,
Over Fisher's Drug Store,

DELAND,

A GOOD S U N D A Y S C H O O L B I B L E
for 25 cents; postpaid 35 cents. ()ther
Bibles just as good and cheap.

We keep in stock a full and complete line
of everything pertaining to our line of business, including Chamber and Parlor Suites,
Sideboards, Wardrobes,
lied
and Single
Lounges, Refrigerators, Spring Beds and Mattresses, Chiffoniers, Mattings, Carpets, Desks,
Mosquito Canopies, etc.

OFFICE:

Attorney
At
Law

All styles and sizes selected from the
best publishers in America and Europe.
A genuine Bagster Teachers' Bible with
all the latest helps, minion type. Price
90 cents; postpaid $1.10.

ONLY EXCLUSIVE
FURNITURE HOUSE
IX VOLUSIA COUNTS.

Del_an r L Florida.

J. L i\l$xa.yi<l$r

JUST A TASTE
of our butter is enough. Henceforth we have
you as a customer. We carry only one grade
of butter which has its special merits. Our
butter at 30 cts. per pound is the best on earth.

J. T. Vinzaryt.

"There is a great deal of information offered concerning the habits of our common birds and the illustrations in colors
are exquisite."—The Chicago
Evening
Post

AMERICAN
BAPTIST PUBLICAT'N SOCIETY,
69 Whitehall St.,
ATLANTA,
^
OEORGIA,
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FURNISHINGS
DRY GOODS

MILLINERY ^e

D

" . jVtcElroLj

DREKA

SHOES

WOMEN'S AND MEN'S FURNISHINGS, NOTIONS,
Millinery and Fine Shoes.

DeLand, Florida.
A. D M c B R I D E ,
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DEALER IN EVERYTHING.

J*

•J*

F R A N K K. B O N D ,

PRESIDENT.

CASHIER.

VOLUSIA COUNTY BANK
DELANO, FLA.
Collections Made on all Parts
of the Country.

Capital Stock $50,000.
Personal Liability $100,000.

Does a General Banking Business.
N a t i o n a l B a n k of J a c k s o n v i l l e ,
Jacksonville, Kla.

American Exchange National Bank,
N e w York.

Artistic Portraits and Views

^eve'o |\f«w Studio

At this Establishment, Developing and Printing
for Amateurs,
DISCOUNT T O STETSON STUDENTS

COR. RICH AVE. and BOULEVARD.

J. W. PERKINS,
ATTORNEY

,\T
LAW
Florida.

DeLand,

G. W. FISHER

"WE
SPEAK
FOR
YOUR
TRADE.

DRUGS and

W. D. fl/\yps

Bristles in Your
. . . Teeth

fancy
Groceris$;
fruits,
Etc

Are not pleasant, but you'll get them if
you use a poor Tooth Brush.

GET A
BRUSH
That is built right; costs only a trifle more
but gives more satisfaction than a dozen cheaper ones. Our best are the best. Each one has
our name stamped on the handle.

W. A. Allen & Co.
Druggists and Pharmacists.
NEXT TO P. o.

lVIrs.VidaZ.Baerec^lVLD.
O F F I C E HOURS:
10 t o 1 2 a. m.
2 t o 4 p m.
7 t o 9 p. m.

New York Avenue,

STATIONERY,

GObP

G00L)S.
DELAND, FLA.

^JLP^V

\ BlJ\p,

DEALERS IN
Staple and Fancy Goods. Butter and Cheese a

DeLand, Fla.

Specialty.
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5obn 1B. Stetson 1Hni\>ersit£,
Hn affiliation Witb

XLhc "(University of ChicagoTHE WORK DONE IN ONE INSTITUTION
IS GIVEN PRO RATA CREDIT IN THE OTHER.
Courses are ©fferefc in tbe following Departments:
The Business School—Thorough

The College of Liberal Arts—Courses

busi-

of four years leading to B. A. and

ness courses including stenogra-

B. S. degrees.

phy, typewriting, telegraphy, and

banking.

The Academy—Preparing for the larger

The School of Art—Presided over by an

colleges and giving special aca-

artist of recognized ability.

demic courses.

The School of Music—Piano, pipe or-

The School of Law—Two years course

gan, violin, mandolin, guitar and

leading to L. L. B. degree.
H i e Normal School—For the

voice in charge of experienced in-

training

structors.

of teachers.

MORE THAN TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY THOUSAND
DOLLARS HAVE BEEN INVESTED IN BUILDINGS
AND EQUIPMENT.
For Full Information Address,

JOHN F. FORBES, Ph.U, President.
DeLand,
^

-

-

- Florida.

